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FROM DINA KENNEDY &
WWW.DINAKENNEDY.COM

Welcome to 'The Center Point ' ,  a newsletter for YOU ! I 'm so

excited to be here with you in this new way .

 

A while back I sent out a questionnaire asking you what you 'd

like to see more of from me . 

 

You responded saying you wanted more tips for centering , for

living in balance , for balancing business & life . You wanted help

and reminders for coming back to what 's important , and for

letting go of what isn 't .

 

It seemed to me that what you 're searching for are ways to

come back to , and to hold yourself , at your center point , your

point of balance and flow and ease and joy . Whether that 's in

your life , or in your business , or both .

 

And so , 'The Center Point '  was born . 

This is for you . With love from me . 

 

 See you at The Center Point !

Greetings from Dina Kennedy

news & views from Dina Kennedy and www.dinakennedy.com
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https://pages.convertkit.com/58c1c6badb/ab1c0ba1bf


Welcome to Life
Untangled.
 
Welcome to Business
Untangled.
 
Welcome to
www.dinakennedy.com
 
Energy Healing &
Rebalancing with 
Dina Kennedy, Healer,
Teacher, Coach.

Your Trusted
Authority for
Untangling Energy
 
 
 
 click here to visit my 
All The Things Page!
Yes, it lists everything
I currently offer!
 

A DAILY RITUAL TO RELEASE
THE LAST 24 HOURS 
Imagine how centering releasing stress every 24 hours 
could be!                                              by Dina Kennedy
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Let's talk a bit about the energy of stress, and what's happening with your energy

field and in your body when it starts to build up.

 

Stress is a heavy, constrictive energy. It literally presses down on and presses in

against your body and your energy field like a ton of bricks, especially when it isn't

released and cleared out regularly. Unreleased stress energy builds up and clogs

your body, causing discomfit & physical and emotional issues which cause even

more stress -- it's quite a vicious cycle! 

 

As this build up and press in happens, you and your life and your body all start to

feel stuck, drained, heavier in spirit. Life starts to feel harder, and options seem

fewer. 

 

If you could add a ritual to your days, one that would actually release the stress

that comes in every 24 hours, stress levels and stress holdings would actually begin

to reduce, and everything would start to feel lighter & looser. You'd be able to start

breathing again.

 

Ready to learn how? Here's one of my best and simplest tools for releasing stress.

You'll want to do this at least once every 24 hours (more often is fine, too)! 

 Personally, I like to do this just before I go to bed. I love letting the stress of the

day go right before sleep time!

 

(1) Close your eyes, take a nice breath in, blow it out, wiggle your toes. 

(2) Say to yourself, aloud or in your head, "I freely release this day, and all that came

with it", then take a nice breath in, gathering up all of the day, and then

(3) Really blow it out with an audible breath.

(4) Repeat Steps 2 & 3 a time or two, each time gathering more to be released

with the big in-breath, then release the day by literally blowing it, out loud, out of

your body and your energy field. 

 

Feels good, doesn't it?

 

Do this daily and watch how things start to shift for you!

http://www.dinakennedy.com/all-the-things-start-here/


You don't have to
compromise your
beliefs for
conformity. Here's
how you can stay
true to the Word of
God.

WHAT'S YOUR MOVING
TOWARDS?
The "Moving Towards" energy turns dreams into
reality!                                      by Dina Kennedy
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Permission to Succeed is
the holistic business
coaching side of my
business. 
 
My work with you in this
arena is all about turning
your business dreams into
your business reality.
 
It's energy untangling
combined with practical
business coaching that
will get you & your
business thriving.
 
Click here to learn more:
 
 click for more info about 

holistic business
coaching

Would you like to start turning your business dreams into your

business reality?

 

A wonderful energy to use to do just that is the "Moving Towards"

energy, and it's something I help all of my business coaching clients

get clear about and connected with.

 

Often we do things in our lives, and in our businesses, because we

want to "move away' from something painful or uncomfortable.

 

We leave a job to get away from an environment we no longer enjoy.

We create a business to move away from someone else being our

boss and controlling how and when we work. We create another

business to move away from being bored or dissatisfied with our first

creation.

 

What if you moved TOWARDS instead of away from when you

wanted to make a change? What if you let your dreams pull you

forward, rather than letting pain force a change?

 

It would be a completely different energy and set of results!

 

When you allow yourself to Move Towards, when you allow yourself to

focus on everything your business could be and do in the world, the

energy begins to pull you towards it. Getting clear about, and then

staying focused on your Moving Towards is a business game changer!

 

I offer a free Clarity Your Vision 8 Day Challenge, and a fabulous Vision

Based Business Planning online course to help you with your Moving

Towards clarity and momentum. Why this combination? 

 

Because the 1st step is deciding just what it is you ARE moving

towards, and the 2nd step is creating a plan to get you there. What

are you moving towards? Let your dreams and vision guide you and

pull you towards them -- you are going to love this.

 

http://www.dinakennedy.com/for-your-business/
http://www.dinakennedy.com/for-your-business/


What's New:
Guided Meditation Audio
Recordings!
 

ORACLE CARD READER
TIP -- USE CLARITY CARDS
Guidance to help you get even more from your oracle
card readings.                                  by Dina Kennedy
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click for more info

What's Coming Up:
Reiki Level II Training
Friday 8/23
 
Reiki Level III, The Master
Class 
Saturday 9/14
 
1/2 Day Virtual Retreat for
Women Entrepreneurs
Tuesday 9/17
 
3rd Annual Moving Toward
Wholeness 1-Day Retreat
Saturday 10/5
 
send me a message at
info@dinakennedy.com for
more info or to register,
thanks.
 
 

in peace,

Not sure what that card you just pulled is telling you? 

 

Ask for clarity! 

 

How do you do that?

 

(1) State your intention. I like to say "please bring me more

information about this."

 

(2) Leaving the originally pulled card or cards out, shuffle your deck

focusing on getting clarity.

 

(3) Pull your clarity, or message clarifying card. If things are still not

clear, do this again. And again and again and again, if need be! 

 

(4) You can also use a different deck to ask for and pull clarity cards

from.

 

Try this! It i incredibly helpful! Let the cards tell you what they mean,

rather than you trying to figure out or make up something about

what they are saying.

 

Happy readings!

 
 

Dina Kennedy 
www.dinakennedy.com

http://www.dinakennedy.com/for-your-life/

